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perek Diaz
News Editor

A food borne Norwalk virus
probably triggered the sudden illness that struck John Carroll
University November 4 and 5,
c laims a report released las t
Tuesday by the Cuyahoga County
District Board of Health.
Meanwhile, University administrators and Marriott officials
made moves this week to aid students with some of the medical
costs associated with the illness.
According to the report, test
results from laboratory specimens
and stool samples suggest two
possible pathogens for the Carroll
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JCU Sailing tealll
colllpetes nationally
Derek Diaz
"It's not just a sport, it's a strategy," senior Bonnie Heaton explained. "Sai I ing's about going out
into the elements and making nature do what you want it to."
Heaton and her sailing teammates controlled nature adeptly
last weekend as the four person
crew from John Carroll's Sailing
Club finished 13th at the 47th

Women·s basketba ll team
starts season strong

SPORTS .......................... 10

illness, a Norwalk virus and£. coli
bacteria. Board of Health investigators dismissed the possibility of
an E. coli infection on campus
because of " negative bacterial
results," the report said.
The report stated, "Examination of the frequency ofsymptoms
exhibited by the ill individuals
show that nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal cramps were
experienced by 96 percent, 92
percent. 84 percent and 76 percent
ofthecases respectively. The mean
duration of the illness was calculated to be 26.2 hours. Finally, the
graphs representing the onset and
duration of illness were highly

diagnostic of a single source
transmittal. Similar graphs are
commonly depicted in outbreaks
of a food borne nature."
Information obtained from
computer data bases targeted three
foods with a high probability of
causing the illness. Pappy Parker
fried chicken, Philly steak sandwich and whipped potatoes with
gravy all showed a strong association with the illness, the report
noted. In spite of the strong association, however, test results were
inconclusive because Marriott
workers had mistakenly discarded
samples of the fried chicken and
whipped potatoes. Thus only one
sample of a suspected food was
sent to Columbus for testing by
the Ohio ~oard of HeaJth's Epidemiology Division

~~!~~~~..il~~~-·~---~,.~~~mv~g~

Source: Cuyahoga County District Board of Health

News Editor

Hit the ground running

Report cites possible
causes of illness
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Annual Timme Angston Memorial Regatta in Chicago, Illinois.
The regatta, a national-level tournament, hosted sailing clubs from
colleges around Am..:rica including such schools as Harvard,
Stanford, New York Maritime and
Western Michigan. The regatta
lasted for two and a half days,
sending each team through a large
See SAILING, page 5

Michael James _ _ _ _
Special Projects Editor

Rodrick Birt, 21, of East
Cleveland was charged last week
w1th the aggravated murder ofJohn
Carroll University freshman
Sharika Pitts, 18.
According to East Cleveland
Police Sergeant James Hughey,
Birt appeared before Municipal
Court Judge Keenon where he was
charged with aggravated murder
and felonious assault.
Birt was charged with aggravated murder for allegedly stabbing Pitts seven times in the back,
neck and upper torso on Nov. II.
The felonious assault charge
was a result of an altercation in
which Pitts and an unidentified
relative were allegedly stabbed

by Birt on July 7, 1993.
Hughey said that Birt's bond
has been set at one million dollars;
$500,000 for the aggravated murder charge and $500,000 for the
felonious assault charge.
If Birt is convicted of aggravated murder he will face either
life._jmprisonment or the death
sentence, according to Hughey.
He could also face 3-15 years for
the felonious assault charge.
Hughey said that Birt turned
himself in to the East Cleveland
Police Department and had no
prior convictions before he was
charged with aggravated murder
and felonious assault.
Birl will now be tried in a case
that will go before a grand jury in
Cleveland's Common Pleas Court.

uncovered several factors which
may have contributed to the outbreak of the illness, the report said.
First. investigators found that
several food service workers had
been ill with similar symptoms
prior to November 4.
"Two out of the five known ill
employees stated that they had
handled one or more of the suspect foods on Tuesday or
Wednesday [November 2 and 3]
in some way. Since Norwalk virus
iscommunicableforupto48hours
after symptoms subside, the outbreak may have been transmitted
per an ill or recently ill employee,"
the report said.
Also the report cited the possibility that an ill student may have
transmitted the illness. Dispensary
See REPORT, page 5

John Carroll students reach
out to needy during holiday
Joseph M. Guay
Assistant News Editor-

Fifty needy Cleveland families
received over $200 worth of food
and grocery items in time for
Thanksgiving, thanks to efforts
made by the John Carroll Student
Union.
"It was so great seeing the end
result to all our work," said freshman Mollie Young. "It was all
worth it when you saw the happy
families and grateful faces when
they opened the door."
Student volunteers loaded approximately twenty cars with the
donated food, which was delivered to families on Saturday, Nov.

20. The food delivery was the
final step in project F.O.C.U.S.,
[Families of Cleveland United by
Students), a semester-long service
project sponsored and organized
by the Student Union.
"We had so much food, we
couldn't even fit people in all the
cars," said Maureen McGuinness.
SU vice president. "The whole
experience was really touching for
me and a lot of other students."
The Union began planning the
project in July, and launched the
school-wide effort to raise food
and money in October. Over 100
members of the Carroll community contributed to the project.

"We cou ldn 't
have done it without the dedicated
support of students," said SU
President
Phil
Kangas. "The volunteers made the
drive a success."
According to
Kangas,
every
family received a
12-pound turkey, 3
boxes of cereal, I
gallon of milk,
bread, rice, onions,
See_!~~S,

Carroll students wade in a sea of food for the needy.
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[lommentary
Our page, your views
The charter for The Carroll News
states that part of the newspaper's
purpose is "to provide a medium of free
expression for the J ohn Carroll
Community." The Student Union
approved this charter at Tuesday's
meeting.
Par( of the reason why I decided to
become the Forum Editor this year is
'aeeMMe oil "'•••• .dae. idea of free
Forum Ed1tor
expression.
I wanted to be part of the only real vehicle that the Carroll
community provides for students to express themselves. Thus, ac;
the editors of thts page, my assistal)t and I take our jobs very
seriou~ly. What has surprised me is that there seems to be some
confusion among students and faculty alike as to what our job
entails
The forum page is exactly what the title says- a "forum" for
discussion. In my view, that word lends itself to the idea that
opinions on both sides of any issue can be discussed, for this is the
objective of the page.
My hope, when 1 took this job, was to establish a page upon
which all people, no matter what their opinions, felt welcome to
express their views.
I find it a bit disconcerting that letter writers so often feel the
need to resort to attacking myself or th•:! CN staff for simply printing
a view that a student has submitted, no matter how outlandish that
view may bc.lt is especially ironic to me that the attack on the CN
so often enters into the letter writing because usually those who
write have several other valid arguments that would make a fine
letter without the attack, which only ends up ultimately discrediting
them.
What kind of editor would I be if l only printed opinions with
which I agreed? Or if I only printed popular views?
The page is not mine; I have given it to the students. If there is
a need to blame someone for the opinions expressed, it should fall
on them.
What bothers me so much about all this is that there is such a
lack of respect for others displayed through this use of personal
auacks.
Particularly at a Jesuit University, students should be learning
not only the art of constructing well ~reasoned arguments (which
would not include taking cheap shots at people), but also the need
in our everyday lives to demonstrate respect for everyone. A need
for respect extends to every area of life.
There are two sections of any newspaper which belong to its
readers: the letters to the editor and thnclassi lieds. Students should
utilize these opportunities, not just in The Carroll News, but
throughout their lives, as a means of stating their opinions.
It is a fact of life that not everyone will always agree with us.
How we deal with this fact is Lhe ultimate test of our character.

"Union" means togetherness, remember?
It seems as though the Student Union has recently been struggling to determine its role
within the John Carroll cosmos. Debate at this week's meeting, for example, considered the
Union's ability to "require" students to sign roommate contracts. Additionally, a bill passed
three weeks ago which prohibited chartered organizations from scheduling activities which
conflict with the Union's Homecoming and Christmas Formal dances was reconsidered
because it was ruled unconstitutional.
Does the Student Union have the right to pass legislation which speaks for or dictates the
actions of the entire student body? This seems to be the problem with which the Union is
struggling.
While determining how much the Student Union can say for the student body is important,
a more fundamental concern should be the inability of Union representatives to speak to each
othet ~weeklY. meetinas. U.Qi..9.n Jq__ec(tings, rather than the smoothl -run~1 R!i<>9cP.fif~Yr ti
assemblies Lhey should be, often turn into petty arguments about

ureaucratic hang-ups.

Parliamentary procedure, which is designed to make these meetings run efficiently, often
makes the meetings more confusing and limits the number of people able to participate in
debate or discussion.
As stated in the Student Union Constitution. the Union's purpose is "to promote the internal
unity and welfare of the entire student body." How can this be accomplished when unity is
hard to find in the Jardine Room on Tuesday afternoons during the meeting?
Student Union members ("members" meaning more than those students elected to the
Senate, as we are all members of the Student Union) need to appreciate each other and
remember that we are supposed to be a united body, attempting to attain the greater good.
Although it seems trivial, maybe the set-up of the room during these meetings should be
changed to improve the situation. The way the Jardine Room is set up now, it's difficult to hear
and members look at each other's backs rather than their faces. This arrangement promotes
the side-long glances and off-hand comments which breaks down unity and prohibits work.
Union members need to keep in mind the words to the prayer which they recite before each
meeting: "because we are all here working together." Working together. This attitude will
create unity and improve the Union's ability to represent the students.
Unite the union before you let it speak for all of us.

Kitchen sanitation must be improved
The sudden sickness outbreak that occurred November 4 and 5 may not have been caused
by Marriott Food Service. There's a good chance that it was just a virus. It was a gracious
gesture for them to offer to help with the medical costs inflicted on the infected students.
However, according to a report put out by the Cuyahoga County District Board of Health,
Marriott has had various problems with sanitation for the last five years. There have been
various drainage problems of flooding, "due to an outdated, undersized plumbing system."
The report went on to say, "The problem has been occurring throughout the main kitchen
area, salad preparation room and utensil washing areas for the last five years. The source of
flooding could not be determined, however, the water seemed to be of a septic nature. Part of
the basement area served as a storage for canned/bottled beverage items and single service
utensils. Several boxes containing either paper or beverage products showed contamination
from recent water damage."
So, maybe Marriott cannot be held responsible for the recent sickness on campus. But given
the observations made by the Health Department, it's a miracle that something of this nature
hasn't happened sooner. Drastic sanitation improvements need to be made by the University
in order to insure that it doesn't happen in the future.

FORUM
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letters
More views on MuHiculturalism;
students express opposing ideas
To the Editor:
By now, the entire John Carroll community can probably agree on one thing, and that is that the issue of
multiculturalism is an old topic and should be put to rest.
However, when I considered the fact that one Jetter condemning multiculturalism provoked three letters and one
commentary in response, I thought someone ought to speak
on behalfofMr. Short. When Ms. Bhardwaj responded to
Gordon's letter, she accused him of having a "distorted
view of muticulturality" and called his letter "infantile
babbling," that would disturb any "rational being." I suppose, then, that because I was not disturbed that The
Carroll News chose to devote an entire column of print to
Mr. Short's right to express an opinion, that I am not a
rational being.
A "fact" that was stated in Ms. Bhardwaj's letter which
I found intriguing was that "It has been proven that African
Americans work a great deal harder for lower status"
(Landry 87). I understand that statistically, African Americans have a lower socioeconomic status than do Caucasian
Americans, however, I have no idea how Ms. Bhardwaj
knows how hard a racial group works. Because she offered
no specific facts to back up this statement, I find it
"unsubstantiated and, I suspect, unsubstantiable."
I would have to agree with Gordon that the owners of the
Cleveland team wanted a mascot that commanded respect
and honor, in the same way that Notre Dame wants a
mascot that commands the same things. However, I haven't
heard of anyone complaining that the "Fighting Irishmen"
is derogatory to those of Irish ancestry. (Although if
someone does complain of this, I would not be surprised.)
Multiculturalism is not bad; however, neither is Chief
Wahoo. I suppose that Cleveland could get rid of Chief
Wahoo and get a nice, politically correct mascot such as a
Blue Jay or an aJiigator or something, but I never thought
of Chief Wahoo as demeaning until someone said that he
was, and even now I can't see why it is any different than
a Fig_htin Irishman a California An cl demeaning to
theJsts),ora~tts'f>urgbPiratetcfemeant ngtosatfors).ffone
wants to command respect for multiculturalism, one must
respect the opinions of those who disagree with it. Hopefully, we will be able to more fully understand both sides
of this issue.
Mary Myers
Class of 1997

To the Editor:
I have been studying in Bregenz, Austria since August
and during that time I have received various issues of the
CN. The Nov. 4 issue with its disturbing Jetter by Gordon
Short compelled me to write.
W here do I begin? First of all, Mr. Short, you claim in
your initial paragraph that you're not a "racist or a bigot."
Growing up in a nation such as the United States of
America undoubtedly classifies you and everyone else a
racist, including myself. Racism is like alcoholism; it is a
hereditary disease. We have learned it from our ancestors
and we pass it on to our children. With alcoholism, one
must acknowledge that they are an alcoholic before they
can begin to overcome and defeat the disease. So too with
racism, each one of us must first admit that we are indeed
racist before we can hope to conquer our fears and defeat
the destructive disease.
Secondly, you make the claim that people who "think
that the logos of sport teams are racist and derogatory is
just someone who has too much time on their hands. Just
lighten up!" Perhaps this is somewhat correct. Have you
ever spent any time on a Native American reservation, Mr.
Short? I haven't, but after talking with people who have, I
cannot fathom the daily horrors that inhabitants endure.
After being robbed of their land and raped of their culture
and their heritage, the gracious USA government designated the poorest land to be given to Native Americans.
Perhaps they do have too much time on their hands as they
watch the society that stole from them, steal yet another
aspect of their culture. Maybe we should just tell them all to
lighten up?
I am astounded by your statement that"multiculturalism
itself is un-American." First of all, what is your definition
of "American?" Americans comprise the entire Western
Hemisphere, from South America to North America;
multiculturalism is inherent.

to

the

3

editor

From the tone of your letter you strongly object to
people's attempts to educate about these varied cultures.
You state that these educators, who you term "radical left
wingers," "believe that everyone should feel 'sensitive'
toward their claims that America has done a great injustice
towards them." Why are you so defensive? Without the
proponents of multiculturalism schools could still be
"forcing" all children to learn about the U.S. solely from
one perspective. In so doing, children fail to learn about the
contributions made by women, Native Americans, African
Americans, Asian Americans and numerous others, all of
who aid in the development of the U.S.A.
No one is trying to "make you feel guilty about your own
heritage," as you stated; however, multiculturalists are
indeed attempting to teach the truth. With the truth comes
understandi ng and critical thinking, as Miss Spates stated
in her article "Multicultural Education promotes Understanding" (CN, Oct. 28, 1993). Perhaps people feel guilt
only because of a heightened awareness, action must be
taken or we are no better than our heritage suggests.
The principle is relatively simple. In 1915 no one
intended to be offensive and no one objected to the logo,
but in 1993 peoplehaveobjected and are offended. Does it
somehow make us feel better when we claim that "the logo
commands respect?" Native Americans, whom the logo
represents, do not feel honored and we cannot command
that they respect it.
Finally, as with every issue comes the inevitable monetary element. The Cleveland Indians logo is the third most
popular of sport teams logos and with popularity comes
money. The logo isn't the issue, the Native Americans
aren't the issue, and the die-hard Chief Wahoo fans aren't
the issue; but rather the fact that above all, the logo is
profitable and as long as that is the case, I fear that it will
stay.
Erin Shaughnessy
Class of 1995

Grad Student appalled by lack
of respect for Catholicism
To the Editor:
1 feci I must write to corre«tlhc i no an ' ::.h wn 10 lh
cartoon and article by Mr. Joe Parks.""The scene which
depicts is not that of the Visitation but, in fact, the Annunciation. The Annunciation is when the angel Gabriel
announced to Mary that she would be the Mother of God.
lLuke I :26-38]. The Visitation is actually when Mary went
to visit her kinswoman, Elizabeth, who was found with
child in her old age [Luke l: 39-56]. The refore your attempt
at a cute pun is completely erroneous and you Jose the
whole basis of your argument, which was not very substantive in the ftrSt place. I find it hard to believe that such an
obvious mistake could be printed in a newspaper on a
Catholic campus when any school child who knows the
mysteries of the Rosary could tell you the difference.
Doesn't anyone proofread your articles? How pathetic!
But your mistake is not the saddest part of the article.
Mr. Parks said some might find his cartoon "irreverent." It
was not irreverent. It was blasphemous and stupid. The
Annunciation is a joyful event at the very heart of our
Catholic Faith. It is not, however, something to laugh at, as
you suggest. It is never appropriate to use the sacred
principles of any religion in a "humorous" attempt (and I
stress the word attempt) to make some point of argument.
This trivialization of Catholic beliefs is on par with any
racial, ethnic or sexist slur. If you would not allow any
other kind of offensive article in your publication, why
would you allow one against Catholicism? I do truly
believe that neither the paper nor Mr. Parks acted out of any
anti-Catholic sentiment but only out of ignorance. This
does not make it excusable.
I believe both of you, The Carroll News and Mr. Parks,
owe your readers two apologies. The first should be for
showing off your obvious lack of knowledge of basic
Sunday school catechism and pretending to know what you
are talking about. The second should be for your total lack
of respect for what Catholics hold sacred.
Reverend Patrick J. O'Connor
Graduate Student

Senior officers desire class dinner
To the Editor:
When we became Senior Class Officers, we had visions
of what our senior year would be like. It would be a year of
service and unity and, most importantly, change. It would
be a year of new beginnings and realizations. Among these
arc the realizations that as educated young adults we are the

leaders of tomorrow and the sparks of social change.
Unfortunately. we have encountered just the opposite view
ofour class from a few members of the Administration here
at John Carroll. We write to you now to ask for your help
in proving to them that seniors do care. In the process, we
can prove to ourselves that we can work as a unified class
and be successful in promoting change.
The reason that we appeal to the seniors at this time is
that the funds fortheSeniorDinnerhave been pulled from
the budget of the Alumni Office. As it stands, there are no
plansforaseniordinnerthisyearbecausetheAdministration
has not yet approved the dinner. 'The unofficial reason for
the discontmuation of the traditional dinner is the problems
that have occ\!rred in the past two years regarding the
unruly conduct of a select few. Unfortunately, these acts
have reflected negatively upon seniors as a whole at JCU.
According to one Administrator, the University "would
be fools to let such an event occur again." It is our
contention that the di nner was taken away through no fault
of our own. Furthermore, we believe that we are being
penalized for actions that occurred in the past.
We must show the Administration that we can restore
the formality and elegance that the Senior Mass and Dinner
should embrace. We are responsible adults who have
shown a concern for others through various projects
spearheaded by members of our class and with much class
support and participation. Weare not the Class of 1993 nor
the Class of 1992. WcarethcCJassof 1994. We have given
of ourselves to both John Carroll and our community. We
wi II continue to do so and perhaps with a renewed emphasis
on class pride and unity. We have proven ourselves worthy.
Therefore, we ask for the cooperation of the Administration.
Our first step is the Senior Class meeting Monday,
December 6 at 7 p.m. in the SAC Conference Room. All
are welcome to attend. This may be the dawn of a new era
of cooperation between students and Administrators or it
may be the start of a campaign for respect from the
Administration. Regardless, we do need help and support
of all seniors to make it happen. Let's make a difference.
Erin Mahoney
Jennifer Shaffer
Julie Stocker
Kns Lucie
Renee B1\\ma1cr
Rodney Harric;

ru

SU criticized for unfair bill
To the Editor:
lam writing in responsetothearticlein the Carroll News
(Nov. I I) regarding the bill that was presented by Ron
Alexander and Maureen McGuiness at the Nov. 8 Student
Union meeting. I am very offended that the Union is trying
once again to force restrictions on the organizations it does
not directly control.
The passage of this bill could suggest to some that the
SU is making a valiant attempt to better solidify the
relations between itself and the organizations chartered
beneath it. It is truly a shame that attendance has decreased
over the past years at SU functions, and action m ust be
taken to preserve these cherished events. Regardless of the
good intentions, the means by which the Union has elected
to pursue this goal are completely off-base.
The fact of the matter is that many students would
obviously rather attend other organizations' functions for
one basic reason. The SU has managed to make these
events so expensive that many students simply cannot
justify spending $75 + on what amounts to a glorified
cafeteria meal and bottom-shelf liquor. It seems that just
because we arc students, we have to pay twice as much as
anyone else, yet only get half the quality. Oh yes, I know
that there are other costs involved, but this all boils down
to the fact that other organizations have proven that they
can hold similar activities with twice the quality and half
the expense. The Union should either bring down the cost
of the events, bring up the quality, or both! Simply
eliminating the competition does not solve the problem.
Peggy Gallagher
Class of 1994
Editor's note: At the Nov. 30 SU meeting, the aforementioned bill was revoked on the grounds that it was ruled
uncon stifll tional.
See more letters on . .
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Letters continued from page 3

Liberal arts student feels
slighted by JCU

the

The Carroll News, December 2,1993

editor

in the business program should be raised in order to
accommodate the salanes of the professors. I am very
disturOOd that the professors who have shaped my values and
opmions do not even fully benefit from my tuition dollars.
So why am I, a liberal arts student, fooling the bill for the
business students? I can't seem to find a logical answer.
Melissa M. Merriman
Class of I 994

To the Edttor:
It was recently brought to my attention during a discussion in class that the professors in the School of Business
have higher salaries than the professor$ in the School of
Arts and Sciences. The point was brought up that we need
Student defends self against
to pay the business professors wages that arc competitive
to that of an actual business setting, in order to get the most
racist label
qualified professors. I understand that JCU wants to attract
htgh caliber professors. I have no problem wtth tl!c fact that To the Editor:
the business school wants only top quality professors. I
I find it hard to believe how Grace Bhradwaj could use
would not expect anything less of JCU.
these exact words, "Journalistic integrity and the ability to
My question is why am I, a liberal arts student, paying think critically should be given aspects of any publicathe same amount of tuition as a business student? If it costs tions," and then turn around and knock my article down for
more to educate the business students, why should these just stating my own opinton in a movie revtew.
extra coasts be imposed on those in the School of Arts and
My entire review of Farewell My Concubine simply
Sciences. I am paying extra for these professors in the explained why I thought the film was unenjoyable. I called
School of Business whose paths I will never cross and the shots exactly the way I saw them. Isn't that what a
whose intellectual inOuence will never b<~ passed on to me. movie review is all about? You never sec Siskcl and Ebert
Students who graduate with a degree in business have a giving two thumbs up to every movie that they have seen.
much greater earning potential upon graduation. They
Another disturbing note was that Grace put me in a
benefit greatly from the reputation of the JCU business category labeled potentail racist. What docs "potential"
program. Based on a College Placement Council Salary mean and where do you get this ridiculous idea? You claim
Survey distributed by theJCU Student Career Development thiscamefrom my article. Where???? Again, I only stressed
Center, a business student can expect to earn an average of the fact that the movie was confusing and quite boring. It
$25.359, while a student with a degree in liberal arts will is irritating to watch a three hour long movie and read
cam only $22,262. Most liberal arts student will have to subtitles in English, especially if they are just Oashed on the
conttnue their education and get a masters degree before screen. The subtitles were more of a distraction. Just
they can ever expect thetr wages to increase significantly. because I did not find the movie entertaining, I was shot
I see no reason why bustncss students should not re down along with being insulted. This is highly unjustifiable.
expected to pay more that liberal arts students. They
Grace definitely used some big words in her article, yet
certainly reap the benefits, not liberal arts students. They she failed to understand mine.
certainly reap the benefits, not liberal arts students.
Nicole Tutolo
The amount of money paid per credit hour for courses Class of 1993

The assage of the Brady Bill: effective
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Jesuit nature is made clear
during hall dedication
To the Editor:
There have been many times in my John Carroll University career that I have questioned the meaning of the
Jesuitness of the University and the traditions that it claims
to uphold. Over Parents' Weekend I experienced the value
of traditton and of loyalty to JCU and the legacy of St.
Ignatius through the dedication of Campion Hall.
The hall was named tn honor of St. Edmund Campion
who was a scholar, convert, priest, and the first martyr of
the English Jesuits. The Steve O'Neill family donated
seven million dollars to help furnish and construct the
building. Steve O'Neill is a deceased graduate of Campion
College and a chief benefactor of JCU.
It was wonderful to sec members of the Sweeney and
O'Neill families gathered for the dedication of Campion
Hall. Their respect and dedication to Campion High School
and College and to JCU was evident to all who were in
attendance. Many priests took the time to bless the building, its corridors, and even individual rooms. The Alumni,
Residence Life and Public Relations Offices, as well as the
Marriott food service took great pains to make this significant occasion special. As a resident and Resident Assistant in Campion Hall, I am honored to have been a part
of this special day.
I have learned a great deal throughout my years at JCU.
I have taken notes and studied for tests. However, it is my
belief that there are valuable lessons to be learned through
the observations of others and their interactions. Those
who made the dedication of Campion Hall possible exemplify a lesson regarding tradition and commitment to excellence that could not have been learned in the classroom.
Mary Jude Detesco
Class of 1994

CN should address issues more
relevant to students

Editor:

IJfllfllll"flfl!ltWfR~~~~~""""IfiiJI..MitJII·~········;,. To As
the
a Senior communications student at John Carroll,l

Dawn Clark
Fon.m Writer
The Brady Bill has finally passed. I would like to
tbiDk of this as one more step forward for the people of
America, but I cannot.! cannot undedtand how this bill
can be perceived as an effective mea s of gun control.

Congress did not pass this bill to impose stricter gun
control measures. Congress did not pass this bill to
appease the American people. For if that were the case.
it would have passed a long time at;o. I believe both
house.s of congress passed this bill for one reason.
expediency. Simply put, if the debate had continued, it
would have interfered with our Consressmen's lovely
Chrisnuas vacation plans.
Perhaps this view is a hit cynical. Let us then take a
look at the contt•nt of both the House's and the Senate's
vero;ion of the bill. What little effcctivencs!l could have
been salvaged fmm each version v ill hc lost when
Congress rcronvcncs next session and attempts to hammer out all the roughed gcs to catcrto powcrfuI lobbyists
on Capital Hill. in thi~ case. the almighty NRA (National

Rifle Association).
So, what this bill will actually have accomplished is
allowing Congress an uninterrupted hiatus and the
American people a false sense of security.
The Brady Bill does not deal with any of the real
problems thiscountry is facing with regard to guns. Yes,
the Brady Bill will offer a check to make sure all law
abiding citizens are obtaining guns legally. However.
the problem stems from the amount of illegal gun sales.
There could possibly be an adverse effect caused by
a ti vc day waiting period. One of the reac;on~;given for
the five day delay is so that people may have a cooling
off period, thereby reducing rash decisions. For the
majority of people in that category, perhaps that would
have been an effective measure. However, I think that it
could possibly lead to at least a small increase in illegal
gun sales. If a person is so desperate for a gun. they may
opt to forego the 5 day wait and tum to illegal means.
I would argue that instead of spending millions of
dollars to control sales of legal guns, we should concentrate our efforts on those that are illegally obtained.

have learned the importance ofthe news media and how it
can shape our lives. However, it seems thattheCarro/1 News
has forgotten the most important value of all journalists; to
inform or educate.
As a senior, I, like many others, have certain concerns
about the ongoing debate over NAFfA. This policy could
possibly change this country's work force as we embark
into the 21st century. At one Lime or another, we will all
have to work in this country and my generation will be
greatly affected.] am not asking for Pulitzer Pri1e winning
writing. What I do need is more information on NAFfA and
articles about the rise and decline ofjobs for graduating seniors.
There arc many things covered in the CN that do not
strike students as important. As students, we need to know
about these topics which will directly affect us in the future.
I enjoy reading the CN and will continue to do so until
1 graduate; so please do not misunderstand my comments.
I feel your writers do an excellent job on their stories, I just
feel that the current stories have not met the students' needs.
Daniel Mazzucca
Class of 1994
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Johnson & Johnson awards
professors $186,000 grant
James A. Wheeler
staff Reporter

Taking the study of jet lag and
shift working to new heights, two
John Carroll professors received a
grant worth $186,000 Tuesday
from Johnson & Johnson to conduct research over the next three
years.
Dr. Helen M. Murphy of the
department ofPsychology and Dr.
Cyrilla H. Wideman of the department of Biology traveled to
New Brunswick, New Jersey
Tuesday to accept the award at
Johnson and Johnson's Focused
Giving Scientific Symposium. By
winning this grant, Murphy and
Wideman bring John Carroll to
the ranks of such other recipient
schools as Cornell, Duke, Harvard
and Yale Universities.
The award will fund a project
entitled "Modulatory Effects of
Vasopressin on Circadian
Rhythms."
According to Murphy and
Wideman, the first year of research
will focus on jet lag and the affects
that the human hormone Vasopressin has on it. In the second
year, the two prof<~ssors will move
away from jet lag and concentrate
on shift work. During the third

Coo.RSy Helen MUipl>y

Dr. Helen M. Murphy

Counesy Cynlll

w-...

staff Reporter

Alpha Epsilon Delta, John
Carroll's pre-health profession
honor society, invited Laura DeHelian to campus to speak about
medical ethics on December 17.
DeHelian stressed that the everyday questions in medicine will be
the focus of medicine ethics in the
years to come.
DeHelian, a nurse and a teacher
of medical ethics at Bowling
Green University - Firelands
campus, touched upon a number
of pressing ethical questions
confronting the medical community today. DeHelian categorized
these ethical concerns into three
areas : individual health care issues. health care resource allocation, and patients' rights of autonomy and confidentiality.
"Individual health care issues
almost inevitably revolve around
the beginning and ending of life,"
said DeHelian. "The splashy type
ofindividual issues that result from
fancy technology usually end up
in the media."
Dr. "Death," Jack Kavorkian
and his assisted suicide machines,
grandmothers bearing their own
grandchildren because their
daughters don't have uteruses, and
custody disputes on frozen embryos intended for in vitro fertilization are the usual type ofethical
situations in medicine that reach
the public. However, DeHelian
said that "there is an entire class of
mundane, everyday issues that are
much more troublesome for the
majority of practitioners."
One daily issue involves the

continued from page 1
canned fruit s and vegetables,
sugar, flour. butter and several
other items Monetary donations,
exceeding $3000, were used to
purchase additional food at local
grocery stores, and ACME,
Russo's and Heinen's donated
food for the project.
The Umon also collected do
nations during Parents Weekend
and Homecoming Weekend
Student volunteers made collec
tions in the JCU residence halls,
and also canvassed University
Heights, going door to door to

SAILING
year, Wideman and Murphy will
study the process of taking medication at different hours of the day
to determine what kind of interrelationship exist between the two.
"lllis is a very practical study
in today' s fast-paced world,"
Murphy said. "Many companies
are going to three-shift work
schedules in an attempt to cut
costs. Also, there might be a way
to avoid incidents such as the
Exxon Valdez and Chernobyl in
the future."
Wideman and Murphy began
working on the hormone Vasopressin 12 years ago, and last year
the two professors focused on the
effects that the hormone has on

the disruption of natural cycles of
sleeping and waking.
Wideman explained, "Dr.
Murphy and I began working together because of our mutual interest in the interrelationship
among the nervous system, endocrine system and behavior." Both
Murphy and Wideman agree that
their neuroscience research has
been enhanced because of the collaboration between the fields of
psychology and biology.
According to Murphy, the grant
money will be used for animals,
recording devices, chemicals,
presentation materials and other
necessities vital to scientific research.

right of patient autonomy and the
importance of a patients • consent.
"Twenty years ago, it was very
common that if a person was diagnosed with a terminal illness, the
family would know and the patient would not," said DeHelian.
Presently, there is a push to inform the terminally ill patients so
that they may decide what medical treatment or care should be
received.
According to DeHelian, if
physicians provide the options for
treatment instead of giving advice, they better protect themselves against malpractice suits
and bener fulfill their role as care
giver. Nevertheless, physicians

are often influenced by the allocation of both the patients' financial
resources and the physician's
medical resources.
"Confidentiality is another
bread-and-butter issue that will
become a much hotter issue" as a
result of mandatory drug testing
and information about the AIDS
epidemic. "Physicians most often
find exception in information that
potentially could harm human life
such as AIDS and Herpes virus,"
said DeHelian. "There is concern
that there will be more and more
reasons to invade confidentiality."
DeHelian feared this could potentially lead to a slippery slope
destruction of confidentiality.

REPORT

tamination from recent water
damage," Board of Health records
read.
In a Jetter to Marriott food service officials. Board of Health
Sanitarian Vince Caraffi recommended that such sewer backups
be corrected. In addition, Caraffi

continued from page 1
records indicate that several students were treated for gastrointestinal problems prior to the time of
the outbreak.
Finally, a recurring sewer
problem in the campus dining facilities may have played a role in
the spread of the illness. An inspection by the Board of Health
on November 15 revealed flooded
storage areas.
"At the time of the inspection,
it was observed that the basement
storage area was flooded. The
source of the flooding could not
be determined at this time, however, the water seemed to be of a
septic nature. Part of the basement
area served as a storage area for
canned/bottled beverage items and
single service utensils. Several
boxes containing either paper or
beverage products showed con-

collect donataons of both lood and
money. A number of student and
faculty organit.allons also took part
in the fundraasang actavnies by
requiring donations of money or
canned goods at various events.
"It really made an impact seeangso many groups, who· ve never
worked directly with the Union.
workang together for a good
cause," said McGuinness
Said Freshman Class OnCampus Senator Doralice
Tavolario, "It was a terrific experience, but 1t's upsetting that this
type of project only happens during the holidays. These people
need tobeinourthoughtsall year."

Dr. Cyrilla H. Wideman

Atnerican health care in the
future: the ups and the do-wns
ToddGuth

FOCUS

continued from page 1
triangle course a total of 18 times.
"On Friday and Saturday, we
sailed from 8:00 in the morning
until sunset," Heaton said. "On
Sunday, we sailed until noon. The
course never got boring though
because the weather conditions
kept changing and boat positions
switched; a lot of strategy was
involved."
According to Heaton, the JCU
team held a good position in the
beginning of
the regatta but
later lost
t he i r
standing
as their
boat caps i zcd
during a

"We would have liked to have
done better, but we were competing against teams who practice
every day and are heavily supported by their schools," Tessman
said.
Prior to racing in the national
regatta last weekend, the JCU
Sailing Club had to pass qualifying races in October. Only three
teams from each region in the
country won spots to compete in
Chicago..
The Carroll sailors have enjoyed a
successful
year as the
Sa iIi ng
Club has
collected
third place
trophies
from regatt~l'> held
alWcs&&:m

race on

Michigan
SaturUniverday.
sity and
" w e JCU Sailing team at the national
Ohio State
were goregatta last weekend.
Univeri n g
sity.
through a pretty rough area when
Heaton, Rear Commodore of
there was a big shift in the wind," the club, said that she became inHeaton said. "We lost control and terested in sailing after transfercapsized in the 40 degree water of ring to JCU her sophomore year.
Lake Michigan."
"I saw the sign one day and
In spite of the capsize and some thought that it might be fun,"
heavy competition, junior Patrick Heaton said. "I went to a regatta
Tessman was satisfied withJCU's soon after that and I've been
placement.
booked ever since."

advisedMarriotttoimplementstricter
hand washing policies and to keep
accurate records of ill employees.
According to Dean of Students
Joseph Farrell, JCU and Marriott
have worked out an agreement to
absorb some of the costs associated with the illness.
"Marriott and the University
have negotiated and decided that
they will split the cost of emergency room, ambulance, and Jab
fees," Farrell said.
Farrell added, "Marriott doesn · t
accept any of the blame and they
shouldn't. They are taking theresponsibility out of good faith."
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THURSDAY,2
Swimming, National
Catholic Invitational, 12
p.m. at Notre Dame.
Meeting, Commuter
Association, 5 p.m. in AD

248.
Auditions, Speed the
Plow, 7 p.m. in Marinello
Little Theatre, monologue
preferred but not required.
Meeting, lntervarsity
Christian Fellowship, 9:30
p.m. in Saint Francis
Chapel.

FRIDAY,3

SATURDAY,4
Women's Basketball vs.
Marietta, 2 p.m., away.
Men's Basketball vs.
Wright State, 7:30 p.m.,
away.

Christmas Formal,
sponsored by the Student
Union.

MONDAY,6
Meeting, Black United
Students Association. 4:45

Intramural Basketball. 5

p.m. on the main gym

balcony.

Holiday open Hou•,
GradUate School, 5-6:30
p.m.

Meeting, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, 7 p.m.
in gym room 10.
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Boys,
books
and bikes
Rob Far9o _ __
S1oH Reporter

Motorcycle riders are bearded,
haggard leather-wearing beerdrinking men in Harley T-shirts,
speed limit-breaking punks
chauffeuring pretty big-haired girls
on neon bikes, and English
professors at John Carroll
University.
True.
"I'm sure that some students
find it kind of interesting because it
doesn't seem to fit the stereotype of
a co liege professor," said Dr. Chris
Roark, one Carroll teacher who
rides a motorcycle. Dr. George
Bilgere and Dr. David LaGuardia
are 1wo other faculty members who
ride. The teachers have never ridden
together, though said they hope to.
Each professor rides for his own
reasons. Roark commutes back and
forth to school on his mid-sized
Yan1aha, "as long as it's dry." He
said, "It doesn't matter how cold it
is." Bilgere said of Roark, "I think
he probably drives to school in the
snow. He's really tough."
Roark said that motorcycling to
school makes parking easier. "My
tnstcad of building more parking
lots, they should have bought the
faculty a lot of motorcycles," he
said.
Bilgere enjoys a different type
of riding than Roark's daily tenminute rides. The poetry teacher
said he has never commuted on his
motorcycle. "I think it's way too
dangerous to own one in the city,"
he said.

"I' m different because
I' m only a tourer, but I've
driven it all over the U.S.,"
said Bilgere. "I've got a
greatbigYamahaXSIIOO,
and a habit of mine in the
summers is to take the bike
and usually drive it across
the West. I pack a tent and
asleepingbagandjust what
I need, sometimes bring a
friend, and spend as long as
a month on the road.
'This summer," said Bilgere, "I
was driving along from southern
Utah toward northern Nevada, and
I was on a road that I must have
been on for four or five hours
without seeing a house, a car, any
sign that humanity had ever existed
other than the road I was on.
Stopping at lakes you come across,
swimming; that's the kind of thing
I really love to do on a bike.
"After that month on the road,
I'm certainly much more excited
about returning to a life of writing
and teaching," said Bilgere.
The poetry teacher has visited
states on his motorcycle from
Mi ssouri to Montana, and
CalifCiaUa. wbele bia Iiiier live&
and his motorcycle is currently in
storage.
LaGuardia has, in his ten years
of riding experience, ridden on
several long trips himself, including
visits to Detroit and Pennsylvania.
He rides his smaller, 250cc
motorcycle in urban areas like
Roark does, but said he likes riding
in the open air outside of the city
more. He admitted not having

question of the week:
TUESDAY,?

ridden since late July. and like
Bilgere. doesn't keep hi s
motorcycle on campus.
LaGuardia was the professor
mostreluctanttotalkaboutowning
a motorcycle. He acknowledged
that many peopledid not even know
he rides at all. Roark said, "I know
when I first got here, and I found
out that he (LaGuardia) was riding
a motorcycle, no one else in the
department knew."
Part of the reason LaGuardia
keeps his hobby a secret is, he said,
that "the culture looks down upon
it." In Japan, said LaGuardia, there
is no stereotype against
motorcyclists, and it is not as
unusual to see women riding as it is
bere.

Roark alluded to a similar
negative
perception
of
motorcyclists held by many nonriders in America. "The paradox
about motorcycles is people
associate it with people that are sort
of 'devil-may-care' and don't take
things seriously," said Roark. "But
if you're going to ride for a long
time, you can' t be like that, because
you really do end up splattered all

''What do you think Is the 8th
wonder of the world?'

Women's Basketball vs.
Baldwin-Wallace 7:30

p.m•• away.

WED~AY,8
Feast of the Immaculate

Conception.
Meeting, S.A.F.E., 4:30
p.m. in O'Dea '#2.
Men's Basketball vs.
Baldwin-Wallace, 7:30

Amy WIJJiams
Freshman
"l think 7 are enough."

Eplfanlo Tores
Junior

Matt Young
Freshman

"Graduating from JCU."

"Pacelli basement."

Kelly Crowe
Senior

Chris Rankin
Freshman

'Two years in Pacelli

"Bill Clinton's survival as
president."

p.m., home.
Lecture on Eeminism, Dr.
Brenda Wirkus, 8 p.m. in
the Murphy Room.
Meeting, Sailing Club, 9
p.m. in O'Dea Room #4.

Events for the
calendar must be
submitted to tbe
Features Editor in Th~
Carroll News omce by
Monday at aoon.

AnD Green
Freshman
"Dan Quayle."

Dasement."

.,..._byk6a~

over the road."
Bilgere said that many of the
"tough, gnarly looking dudes in
leathers" seen riding are actually
"IBM executives who are on
vacation." In contrast, when Bilgere
is vacationing, he said he would
more often be found "puttering
along and looking extremely
responsible."
Puttering along, Bi lgeresaid that
motorcycling becomes an olfactory
experience. "When you're in a car,
you're locked in," he said. "But on
a motorcycle, you' re passing
continually through smells,
especially early in the morning or at
dusk. The smell ofdust, the smell of
asphalt after a light rain, or ofgrass,
pcai.rie JloweJ'$. caute ~&. -~ · ~ ,,.,.,.,..,,
just nashcs past you."
Bilgere said that motorcycling
is a meditative experience in
addition to being a sensory one.
However, hesaid that the meditation
forced by riding is not Zen-like, as
described in the popular book Zen
and the Art of Motorcycle
MaintefiLlnce by Robert Pirsig. '1
hate that book," he said. "But I love
reading about motorcycling.
There's a great magazine called
Rider that deals with just that:
touring on bikes. The spirit of Zen
and the Art of Motorcycle
Mainterumce I like."
Roark said that Bilgere made
another such literary reference
concerning motorcycling in a past
conversation. "Dr. Bilgere said,
' Hamlet would have ridden a
motorcycle.' I said, 'Why?' Hesaid,
'BecauseHamletsaysthereadiness
is all, and that's how you need to be
if you're riding a motorcycle.'"
Noneofthe three professors who
ride motorcycles was sure why they
all happen to be English teachers.
Each, however, appears to have a
similar love for the sheer enjoyment
of motorcycling. LaGuardia said
that riding a motorcycle can make
one actually "look forward to the
ride home." Bilgere, similarly, said
that motorcycling "can be the
greatest way of traveling
imaginable."
'There isn't any good, practical
reason to ride one," said Roark.
'They're lousy in weather, they're
extremelydangerous,andsomecars
get just as good gas mileage. The
only reason you really ride one is
because they're fun."
w
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Zombies attack The Agora Sweet sounds Peabody's
Adrienne D'Ambrosio
ArtSemlow

Stoff Reporter --~---

The dead came alive at the
Cleveland Agora. The crowd was
in a whirling locomotion when
White Zombie, Chern Lab, and
Nudeswirl played to a sold out
crowd. A white, blinding blast in
the middle of the stage, White
Zombie crunched into their hour
long set opening with Grindhouse
A-Go-A. The pit then started
swirling like a tornado as White
Zombie continued, performing
such songs as I am Legend, Black
Sunshine, W.TP.M.F. and other
tunes from their La SexorcistoCD.
Jumping and hovering the stage,
Rob Zombie gave one of his best
vocal performances ever. The petit
Sean Yseult was a goddess on the
bass. thundering notes like a warrior to the crowd. The pit was out
ofcontrol. Jay the guitarist smiled

and hitlhcalmightycar-bleedingnores
as Phil pounded out rhythms as if he
were performing a tribal war dance.
After forty minutes of the set
the P.A. system was blown out
from contact with water. White
Zombie and the fans took about a
twenty minute break.
Zombieexclled and pleased the
fans by finishing the show. 1t was
like the beginning all over again.
The heat rose, the lights dimmed,
the P.A. screamed out Drop It
Buster! Zombie then slammed
out Soul-Crusher, Thunder Kiss
and Spiderbaby. I Am Hell and
Feed the Gods served as icing on
the cake of the show.
Ending the evening Rob Zombie asked the crowd if they were
the old or the new White Zombie
fans. He then asked the crowd if it
had ever heard Black Sabbath.
When everyone was teased and

ecstatic. Zombie closed with the
infamous Black Sabbath song
Children of the Grave. Bodies
swam through the crowd; the blasts
and fireworks sounded like a
frontline. WhiteZombJedelivercd
atrulyintenscliveperfonnance.lbc
crowd wac; visibly pleased.
Theopcningact wasNudcswirl
who put on a great show. The
crowd loved Chern Lab, also an
opening act. The Nine Inch Nailsesque band played for about 30 to
40 minutes. Depending mainly
on the samples, synthesizer, and
drum machine, the singer was all
over the stage and in the crowd.
Not too familiar with their material, the fans knew what they
wanted to hear. Chern Lab did not
really fit the bill but was well
appreciated. This show was one
of the best White Zombie shows
this year.

Bjork: Get up and dance
Rob Bertrand
Stoff Reporter

Although Bjork claims Debut as her first album, the statement must
be qualified.
In fact, she is the former lead singer of the now non-existent
Sugarcubes. Certainly, this influence remains in the writing and
production of some of the songs appearing on this album. Specifically,
Human Behavior, the first single released, emits Sugarcube echoes.
However, this song progresses beyond simply repeating the past: it
presents vintage Bjork in the light of the evolving alternative music
scene.
Unlike many current releases, Debut presents more than a collection
of songs: it is a continuous narrative ring cycle. Bjork creates an
alternative dance rccord.conLa.i.nin a f uU musical
uwn o bouse.
rhythm & blues, club, a capella acoustics, and alternative rock. Do not
miss this one.

'Dressing ~or
Success
'

/

A 90 minute seminar on
appropriate business image and
relevant attire presented in an
informative and humorous style
by representatives of the

Matthew Sweet delivered a
stellar performance to a soldout crowd at Peabody's Down
Under Wednesday, November
17th. Walking onto the stage in
fatigue colored pants and jacket,
Sweet ripped into Dinosaur Act.
thefirstsongoffofhis third LP.
Altered Beasrs. Sweet, rather
impressed with his appeal. he
greeted the crowd and perfonncd I Wanted to Tell You
from 1991's Girlfriend.
The Ugly Truth wac; introduced as the song whose video
acknowledged his 1970 Dodge
Challenger. Sweet's style wac;
simple with a little talk and a lot
of innovative guitar work. The
ever so smooth. melodic voice
then rolled into Someone to Pull
The Trigger, my personal favorite.
As the room became warmer
with the close-packed sweating
bodies, Sweet hooked the crowd
with the 1991 hit Divine Intervemion. The guitar exercised
in a funky rhythm behind his
slightly harsher, more emphasized vocals on phrases like.
"Does he love us, does he love
us."
Sweet performed two new
ones--In Too Deep and Time
Capsule, before taking a timeout to introduced his band, who
received well deserved hooting
and applause from the crowd.

Richard Lloyd hammering
away on the lead guitar.
Sweet performed Super
Defomred, the lead track off
the No Alternative CD. a
compilation which has recently been produced as a
benefit for the Red Hot Organi7.ation.
He introduced Knowing
People as a song for the day
when, "You hated everybody
in the whole world and you
maybe even hated yourself.
Youdon'tlikeknowingpcople
and you don't like people
knowing about you." The audience cheered in agreement
with Sweet's opinion as he
bellowed out his philo~phical
sentiments.
Girlfriend wa.-. pumped to a
faster, more exhilarating note
as the crowd eagerly sang and
eheercdalong with Sweet. Immediately followtng, he did
another favorite. I've Been
Waiting. Although Sweet and
the band proclaimed not to
enjoy doing covers, they made
an exception tor one of their
favorites, Liz Phair's Never
Said.
On Does She Talk. one of
those bomb-shell type o f
songs, Sweet hollered. "You
know sometimes it JUSt 1sn't
worth putting up a tight, is it'!
1 don't think so."
Sweet closed out with the

_ , l!lobn ll!ntarlalno--

Bjork from her debut Debut
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' December 6, from 4:30 to "'
6:00 pm in the Wolf and Pot

Stoff Reporter
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SEND

MOWEr
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Joseph A. Banks Company
SPOnsored by Student Activities

The Jones Co.
Tau ern
I~

Cedar Center

Jues.&Jburs

Friday

15¢ Wings

$1.88 Drafts All NIGHT

Happy Hour
Monday thru Friday, 5pm til Spm, $1.88Drafts

Iry our Kitchen

Now seruing Tau em Boys, 1/ 4 lb Chicago- style
hot dog topped with coleslaw, fries &- hot
sauce

21 and ouer onlu
Proper 1.0. req ..lred

932-8828

GnMONEY FBOMYOUB UNCU: PISTEAD.

i

Your Uncle Sam. Every year fumy
ROTC awards scholarships to hundreds
of talented students. If you quabfy,
these ment-based scholarships can
help you pay twtion and educatiOnal

fees. They even pay a flat rate for text·
books and supphes You can also recetve
an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarslup IS m
effect f ind out today If you qualify

ARMY ROTC
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call
397-4421
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JCU student does it all
Carolyn Sennett
Sto ff Reporter

As a child Sheryl Bums wrote
fairy tales. Now, as a college
student, Burns has little lime to
write stories, but her six children
always enjoy listening.
This fall marks Bums second
semester as a full-ume student at
John Carroll University. It IS
difficult at times to manage four
classes and raise children, ag.es
ranging from 5 months to I 6 years.
She said, "I pray a Jot. It is
frustrating not knowing if I made
the right decision to go back to
college, sometimes it is overbearing."
The family tries to make things
easier by dividing up the dally
household tasks. Her husband,
Rev. Cerell Bums, and her oldest
daughter, Rosita Burns, take turns
cooking or cleaning. "That is one
way we manage to make things
easier," she said. "Sometimes it. is
not easy to get through. We have
good and bad days."
Bums, who has seven brothers
and two sisters, is used to having a
full household. "ln a large fami ly,

pleasing everyone is impossible,"
shesaid. "Kidsare likc littlepeoplc.
I try to be
sensitive to
the1r needs
and explain
why I said yes
or no."
She tries
to arrange
her s tudies
around her
children's
schedule. At
least two
hours every
day
she
studies at the
library or at
home after
her children
gotobed. At ...__..........___.
night the She ryl Bums
family tries
to pray, read stories, or sing songs
together. Although their busy
schedules may interfere with these
activities every night, they always
try to do something together as a
family.
She also tries to keep her per-

sonal life separate fro m her academiCS. "I try to kee p my
p e r sona l
life o ut.
I'm just a
student like
ev erybody
else. I'mjust
going to do
the work."
Since
1982, Bums
has taken
classes parttime while
working.
Her interest
in a professional writing career
led her to
become a
MiktJamcs
communications major
at JCU. Previous to JCU, she
auended Bowling Green State
University and studied sociology
for two years at Cuyahoga Community College.
Bums said JCU students seem
hesitant to get to know her but she

can easily relate to her professors Through class proJects
Burns meets more students because they are forced to interact.
"The JCU students stand-off
more then the Tri-C students,"
she said. "I like the way professors really talk to you here. J can
relate to them on an older level."
She shares her college experiences with Rosita. She encourages her daughter to study everyday in high school. "I emphasize to her to be consistent in her
studies especially during
college."
Her daughter does not seem
to mind that her mother is a
student again. "Ithink I am a role
model to her," she said. "She is
proud of me but sometimes I
think she is embarrassed."
After Burns graduates she has
many goals including writing or
teaching. "One goal is to go back
to the community where I grew
up and teach others," she said.
After eleven years of taking
classesoffandon,Burns.asasrudent
and mother, continues at JCU to
make her college degree a reality.

Short tries to unite class of ·96
Nathalie Lac outure
Profiles Editor

Gordon Shon didn' t come to
John Carroll with the idea of

at the start of his freshman year.
He decided to run for a second
term because he felt he could stiJI

NQPiQa (01 ....,..&q't~CU)PW~
bur after two years as president oi

the class of 1996, he feels that he
made the right decision.
Although Short has always
been interested in the principles
involved in governing, he had
never considered politics until a
friend dared him to run for office

needed to plan activities and to get
my ideas rolling."
Shon also learned through his
experience that he couldn't take

The TAG Heuer

Sports Elegance Series.
Scratch reSistant sappl-.re
aystal Wilter·reSistant

to 200 meters (660 feet)

TAG Heuer
SWISS MADE SINCE 1860

MANN
BEACHWOOD PLACE
26300 Cedu Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44122

216-831-1119

Call Toll Free 800-272-6266

all the responsibilities for the class
on himself, and he said, "I didn' t
try and delegate authority and I
tried to do everything myself. It
was lOO much for one person to
handle."
Currently, Shon and the other
sophomore officers are planning a
class trip to Toronto in February.
Short believes that events such as
this one will unite the sophomore
class.
"We need events to bring us
together as a class so that when we
look back twenty years from now
we can say that we were part of the
class of '96 and we had our own
identity," said Short.
Short is a finance major and a
member of Alpha Kappa Psi
business fraternity where he holds
the position of Chairman for the
Ways and Means Committee.
Although Short is very close to
theothermembersin the fraternity ,
he doesn't limit himself to one
group of friends. "I'm friends
with all different kinds of people
on campus. I think you lose out
when you are only friends with an
exclusive group."
Short, from Irwin, PA, is
looking forward to spending time

with his parents, Gordon and Mary
Jane, and two brothers this
Christmas break.
In the future, Short would like
to work in the business world and
eventually get a masters ocgrce.

Gordon Short
He would like to be remembered
by his ciassmates as a person who
was, "nice to everybody, gave people
achancc,andasapersonwhoworkcd
hard at his job."

STUDENT

DISCOUNT

WE'RE SETIING THE TREND
OTHERS WILL FOLLOW ...

saloo
'---

two
Alex)

2001c0
DINO PAlMIERI

Name: Amy Campbell
Year: freshman
Hometown: Grosse Pointe,
MI
Family: parents and two
brothers
Major: Education
Why did you come to JCU:
"I visited with a friend and I
thought it was really pretty
and homey. It reminded me
of where I Jive in Michigan."
What do you think of d orm
life: "Murphy is so ooring
and quiet. Nothing ever goes
on there."
Most annoying thing about
JCU: The visitation policy
What do you

MUST SHOW STUDENT I.D. REGULAR PRICE
SERVICES ONLY. CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT Wmf ONE OF OUR SELECT STYUSTS.

CEDAR & GREEN
SOLON
GREAT LAKES MALL

381-7773
248-8810
255-4888

Three words to describe
yourself: eaergetic. moody,
and outgoing
Who you admire: ·11ook up
to Oprah Winfrey because she
is so strong and tough. She
can go through anything and
come out swinging."
Favorite book: Bartlett's
Familiar Quotations
Fa vorite quote from book:
"Ifyou want the rainbow, you
gotta put up with the rain."
Dolly Panon
Favori te music artis ts:
Jimmy Buffett and Elton John
Favorite food : eggplant
pannigiana
Favorite movie: "I love
Grease, especially the end
when Sandy says. 'Tell me
about it, stud'."
Favorite CD: "I like to watch
the Brady Bunch, and I have
the CD in my room. My
roommate hates it when I sing
along to the songs."
Hobbies: " I was into synchronized swimming for four
years. I also played softball
and did regular swimming."
Mostembarrassing moment:
"My ""hair flipped overin class
the other day. but it was more
funny than embarrassing."
Most people would be surprised to kaow that: •1like to
sing in the bubble baJ."
Where you'D be in twenty
years: "Hopefully I'll have
myownclassroom.ahusband,
one kid. aod rn be living back
in Micbigan...

WO RLD VIEW
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Mexican President chooses successor
Luis Dona/do Colosio is strong party candidate for next election
Despite a reputation for shy- who have had none before - the
ness, the mustachioed, curly
poor, the dispossessed .... No more
MEXICO CITY - Mexico's haired Colosio also is known to be injustice, no more poverty."
ruling party announced the selec- somewhat gregarious. A close asIn addition to carrying on
tion ofSocial Development Secre- sociate said he enjoys riffing around Salinas's far-reaching reform
tary Luis Donal do Colosio Sunday town on his Harley-Davidson motor- programs and quest to strengthen
as its candidate for the 1994 presiden- cycle, concealing his identity beneath Mexico· s trade, political and cultial election, virtually a'iSuring that he a helmet. He also is a big fan of tural relationship with the United
will become Mexico's next president American football and was captain of States, another important task for
The ruling InstirutionaJ Revolu- the football team during his under- Colosio will be to protect Salinas
tionary Party, known by its Spanish graduate years at the Monterrey from political attack once he has
initials PRI, has controlled the Technical Institute.
left office, the diplomat said.
~idcncy, the federal bureaucracy
A diplomat said Salinas, exer"Salinas has made a lot of enand the vast majority ofstate and local cising one of the most tradition- emies ina lot of different arenas,"
governments for the past 64 years, ally powerful prerogatives of a the diplomat said. "You can'tlnnever losing a presidential election standing Mexican president, stitute reforms like he has withsince 1929.
handpicked Colosio for the suc- out stepping on toes. Salinas
Colosio's nomination comes at cession, while the PRI formally needed someone who would
acrucial turning point in U.S.-Mex.ican announced the decision "for the protect his backside."
relations as the two countries embark sake of appearances." A close
An official close! yassociated wtth
on a new economic partnership under associate of Colosio said Salinas another cabinet-level contender for
the North American Free Trade made the choice by himself, in- the succession said the decision was
Agreement.
dependent of the PRI.
kept absolutely secret until Sunday
One of Colosio' s biggest jobs
'1t is thecandidacyofcontinuity," mommg, and he learned of it along
as president would be to oversee said political columnist Carlos with the rest of the Mexican public
implementation ofNAFfA and to Ramirez. "The program of Salinas is when the decision was broadcast on a
ensure that bilateral ties continue guaranteed under Colosio."
Mexico City radio network. Another
on the steady path of improvement
In his acceptance speech Sunday seniorofficial said theannounccment
set during President Carlos Salinas night. Colosiopledgedtostaythecourse took him by sw-prise.
de Gortari's six-year tenn, which on Salinas' major economic, political
Given the PRI's bolstered
expires in December 1994.
and social programs, vowing that' 'there popularity after NAFfA's ratifiThe presidential election is willbenotumingbock."Headded, '1 cation by the United States, there
scheduled for next August, and have seen the co& of wrong-headed seemed little likelihood that either
Salinas cannot run for reelection. policies. Those who pay for it in the of Mexico's two main opposition
Colosio, 43, a graduate of the end are the common people."
parties would pose a serious threat
University ofPennsylvania. is widely
Colosio reaffirmed his support to Colosio's presidential hid. po
litical analysts said. However, the
regard~ here as a~~ for NAFFA, saying it offered
wm will closely follow the political, Mexicans an unprecedented op- leftist opposition Party of the
social and economic agenda portunity to advance economi- Democratic Revolution has sought to
established by Salinas during the past cally. He said much work remained portray the selection process as being
five years. Although he ran the PRI to be done on wages and employ- heavily influenced by the United
during Salinas's 1988 presidential ment here and that NAFTA was States, noting that the PRI delibercampaign, he has the reputation of the key to a better life. "More ately waited until after the U.S.
employment and better salaries, Congress approved NAFTA before
being highly malleable in politics.
"ColosioisthePRimemberwhose that is my promise," Colosio said. making its announcement.
PRJ officials had said last
ample political qualifications, social "We will give a voice to those
vocation and party experience make
himthecandidateforhopeandunity,"
the PRI executive council said in a
statement.
Lorain County residents, graduating
Analysts here said one of
from any 2 or 4 year colleges
Colosio's biggest challenges will
Here's your opportunity to contact over 650 employers
be to establish his own distinct
in the Public Service arena in Lorain County. Send
political identlly after six years of
$10.00, payable to Resume Book Project. and your
a highly individualized presidency
resume for inclusion in the Lorain C~mnty Public
that won Salinas international fame
Service Resume Book being produced under a grant
and domestic popularity.
r-from the Nord Family Foundation.
Tod Rob berson _ __

c 1993. The Wosh1ngton Post

month that they did not expect to
make the selection announcement
until late December or early
January, but Rrumret sa1d he hclieved it \\as pushed up so it could
precede a visit here th1s week by
Vice President Gore.
"They wanted to avoid the appearance that Gore had in nuenced
the selection," Rami ret said, adding that that would have bolstered
the opposition's assertions of U.S.
meddling in Mex.ic~ politics.
As secretary of social develop
ment. Colosio's pnmary JOb has
been to oversee a nationwide en
vironmental cleanup effort and to
beef up enforcement of tough new
anti-pollution laws. U.S. and Mexi
can environmentalists say his record
has been lackluster on this front.
Colosio also heads Salina•is favorite domestic welfare progr.un,
Solidarity, and has used that pos1tion
not only to curry favor with Saltnas
but to bolster his own name
recognition during frequent Solidarity trips throughout the counay.
An official said Colosio was
chosen from a short list of three
contenders that also included Mex.ico
City Mayor Manuel Camacho Solis
and Treasury Secretary Pedro Ac;pe.
The son of a Sonom rancher,
Colosio comes from sohd middleclass stock. He

n..."CCI'IICd h1s

\11\dcr-

graduate education at Monterrey
Technical Institute and did his graduate work at the University ofPennsyl-

vania.

A closer look a
the Mexican
Presidential
candidate
Luis Colosio
Profile on l. D. Colosio

Born: Fe h. I0, 1950
Homet0\\11: Magdalena de
Kino. Sonorn
Education: BA. in economics at Monterrey Technical Institute in 1972, M.A. in
regional development and urban economics at UniH•rsity
ofPennsylvama m 1977
Family: Wife. Dian.1 Laura
Riojas,an<:conomist;children, •
LuisDonaldo, 7, and Mariana,
6 months

Quote: '1 belong ton generation that has lx.~n marked by
great change~ m1d social movements, not only in Mexico, but
all over the world."

When wrawing presents
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Student Discount with this Ad
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Cleveland
Interreligious
Task Force on
Central America
Annual Dinner

Send your la.~cr printed,
one page (85 x I I ) resume on

white paper (no fomlat spocifJCd)
and SJO.OO to:

Fr. Roy Bourgeois
Sunday, Dec.4,1993
Beaumont School,
3301 North Park
Registration at 4:30
Dinner at 5:30
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Women's Basketball wins two tournaments
Michele Cantamessa
.:;...;..:;...:;;___ _

staff Reporter

John Carroll's women's basketball team has started their season strong.
The Streaks began their season
on November 19 by hosting the
JCU Tip-off Tournament and being crowned champions.
They opened the tournament
by defeating La Roche College
102-47. Junior Darlene Sheehan
led the Streaks over La Roche by
scoring 2 1 points. The team also
received a solid perfonnance by
freshman Deanna Bahhur who
turned in 15 points. Senior Cindy
Shumaker added 15 points as well.

After breezing by La Roche,
the Streaks proved they can come
from behind as well. They remained composed when down by
21 and evenrually captured the
tournament.
In the championship game
against Waynesburg the Streaks
battled bock from the 21 point first
half defecit to eventually win the
game85-81.
The team was led by the ever
consistent Shumaker who recorded 19 points to make her two
game total34. She was named the
tournament's most valuable player.
Last weekend the Streaks
picked up where they left off by

capturing the Carnegie Mellon
tournament and retaining their
undefeated record.
Shumaker and Sheehan scored
17 points each in a 77-61 win over
Allegheny College. Shumaker
also recorded four blocked shots.
Michelle Bielozer, Carroll's
seniorpointguard, was the leading
scorer with 16 points and 9 assists
in the championship game against
Carnegie Mellon when the Streaks
were again victorious 75-63.
Junior Lori Neider contributed
13 points in that game and for the
second weekend in a row, Shumaker
was voted the tournament's most
valuable player.

JCU head coach Roxanne Allen
feels that these exhibition games
have been good preparation for
their upcoming Ohio Athletic
Conference schedule. She said
that the team had a chance to experiment with various offenses and
eight different defenses.
"CMU [Carnegie Mellon]had
some big, physical players. We
can probably expect that type
of play from Baldwin Wallace this year."
When asked what aspects of
their game they still need to finetune, Allen stated: "Defense, defense, defense. We've got to keep
boxing out and reduce our tum-

overs. Another important goal for
us is to have focused concentration for the enti r e 40
minutes."
The team has some solid evidence showing that they will be
tough competitors throughout the
season because of their experience, up-tempo style of play, enthusiasm, and desire.
The Streaks travel to Grove
City today, and they will meet
their first OAC opponent next
Tuesday at Marietta.
OnFriday theJuniorVarsityteam
will host Washington & Jefferson in
their home opener. The game is
scheduled to begin at 7:00p.m.

Men's basketball team off to a 3-1 start
Colleen Creamer
Sports Editor

John Carroll's men's basketball team kicked off their season
on November 19bybeingcrowned
champions of the Washington &
Lee Invitational.
The Streaks
defeated host Washington & Lee
92-52 in the opening round and
downed Oglethorpe 82-~7 in the
championship game.
As the scores indicate, the improving Blue Streaks dominated
the tournament by turning in solid
individual perfonnances.

Senior Keith Hocevar was
named tournament MVP. In the
two games he scored 40 points
and grabbed 11 rebounds. Kevin
Neitzel, who had 15 points and 15
rebounds for the weekend was
named to the all-tournament team.
Sophomore center Jeff
Sesplank:is shot I 00% from the
floor making all eight of his shots
in the two games.
Last weekend, the team
dropped its first game of the
season, falling 98-94 to Division
n Wheeling Jesuit in the Ohio

Valley Tip-Off Classic. Senior
guard John Bufford led the team
with 26 points.
Carroll won the consolation
game, defeating Ohio Valley College 90-83.
Junior forward Shannon
Vickers, the team's leading
rebounder last season, scored 21
points and pulled down nine rebounds in the game and was selected as a member of the alltournament team.
The strong start by the Streaks
may be the result of receiving an

early vote of confidence this season by being chosen third in the
Ohio Athletic Conference coaches
preseason poll, and fourth in the
media poll.
The Streaks return four starters
from last year's squad, including
Bufford, who has been a two-time
first team AII-OAC player and
was recently named to Basketball
Times top 15 Preseason AllAmerica choices at the Division
ill level.
The powerhouse of the OAC
will undoubtedly be defending

Division ill national champion
Ohio Northern, who was picked
first in boththecoachesandmedia
polls.
The Streaks will face a big
challenge this Friday when they
travel to Dayton to take on Division I Wright State University who
qualified for last year's NCAA
tournament.
The team's home opener will
be on Wednesday, December 8,
when they face cross-town rival
Baldwin-Wallace. The game is
scheduled to begin at 7:30p.m.
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Career
withMBNA

MBNA Marketing Systems, Inc. is a subsidiary of
MBNA America, the world's leading issuer of the
Gold MasterCard~ We are now opening our Midwest
Regional Marketing Center in Cleveland, which will
employ 300 to 500 people.
We are seeking enthusiastic people to introduce our credit
card service to prospective Customers across the country.
These part-time telephone sales positions offer flexible
hours, an average rate of pay of $8.10 per hour ($6.50
base plus monthly incentive), paid vacations, paid
holidays, and valuable experience.
After a six- to nine-month part-time Telephone Sales
commitment, you will have an opportunity to explore a
career in Collections, Customer Service, or Marketing.
Begin your career with a Fortune Service 500 Company.
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COMICS & CLASSIFIEDS

"TOM, DICK AND HARRY"
ACROSS

1 Author Tom {11tomru)
5 Sword
10 Bean cud
14 Anclelt Arcadian city
15 l..oYe In I~
16 French Islands
17 f(llfwy Iskznd'l Dick
(Ricardo) & othut
19 Uver spraad
20 Former TV shoo¥

FEEBLE MIND
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'(o\J i~iay' l)SE YouR A~ HS
~5 Tt4EY 4~(.
,..

21 6Q J&utt.s Harry

23 Prevaricates
26 Baseball's Mr Musial
21 Catch some rays

~ Get alln alather
32 Smal1est snount
36 ComediaN Tom
tvtd/or Didc
38 Muzzle
39
and kln:Aqualntane8s &relatives
40 Lariat
42 Thin

Do the.-.e lines look parallel or uneven?
If you think they're uneven, you're

wrong. They arc actually parallel.

U~{., 17f~ 1'/U.~S·n~

43 Register
45 Fodder preserved

Cl! t.ISTAIA$,

47 Movers and shakers

I,.JLw.lo~l...

48 Navigate

49 Rlllowa "NOPO"
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50 Space agency Initials

52 SchOO or collar
54 , bet my money on_
nag .. ..
58 Detec!We Nick Charles'
wife and othenl
62 Spaghetll sauce name
63 Nqicilzn liJmy
66 Picher
01 French river
68 Black wood
69 Mr. casslnl
70 Goof-up
71 F11ndef bender
DOWH
1 Baby's In word
2 ~oo've~ _ _ d
neiV81"
3 Hawaiian goose
4 Pllltalnlng to birth
5 /ldor Mileo
6 Ambassador~.
7 MaleSN!ne
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<LASSIFIEDS
DIALAM E RI CA- Thi-; ' D-base. :'\io programming
job wil.l help you develop necessi}ry, so me repo rt
marketmg ana commum - g_cnerauon. Send resume to
catio n s!Cills. Experience Kathy Repko at Alan R.
1 great for resu me. WE OF- Daus and Associates, Inc.
fER: am/pm hours, top P.ay, 25550 Chagrin Boulevard,
Q_aid
tra inin g.
TO Room 406, Beac hwood,
~UALIFY: must be eager Ohio 44122.
to learn, money motivated,
dependable and articulate. Free Trips and Money!Individual s and Student
Call 333-3367.
Organizations wanted to
Cruise Ship Jobs!- Qromote the Hottest Spring
Students neeaed. Earn Break Destinations, call the
$2000+ monthly. Summer/ nation's leader. Interholidays/fulJtime. world Campus Programs 1-800travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, 327-6013.
Europe, Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales, Beach SP.ring Break
Deck Hands, Casino Promoter- Small or larger
Workers,
etc .
No g_roup_s. FREE trips and
ExQerience necessary. CASH. Call CMI 1-800CALL 602-680-4647, ext 423-5264.
Cl47.
--Academic
Word
FREE TRIPS- Student Processor- 944-8049 All
Holiday's, the nation' s stud~nt Typing needs. Fax
leader m Spring Break servtce.
vacations,
seeking
enthusiastic,
highlY. $700/wk-Canneries; $4500/
motivated students ana mo. deckhands. Alaska
fraternities to be the John summer fisheries now
Carroll reps. EARN hiring. Employment Alaska
H I G H E S T 1-206-323-2672
COMMISSIONS AND
TRAVEL FREE!! Cancun! I n t e r n a t i o n a l
Da_ytona Beach! Call now E~p}oyment- Make up to
1-800-360-TRIP. EARN $2000-$4000+/mo. teacfling
$2,500
basic conversational EngIisfi
abroad. Jap(!n, Taiwan, and
Part-time Data Entry- S. Korea. Many employers
Beachwood industrial/ provide room & board +
commercial real estate other benefits. No teaching
office wants part-time data background or Asian
· e ntry person approximately langu_ages re~uired. For
10 -l 5 hours IJer weeiC. more mlormat10n caB:
Should be familiar with
206/632-1146 ext. 15556
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Swimmers prepare for Streaks
Catholic Invitational
Jamie Auricchio
Stoff Reporter

The Blue Streak swimming and
diving teams left last night for
South Bend, IN, to participate m
perhaps the biggest invitational
meet of college swimming: The
Catholic National Swimming and
Diving Championships.
Over 20 teams will participate,
all with one common denominator
- yes, you guessed it, they are all
Catholic institutions.
Everyone from John Carroll to
Georgetown will attend, with
awards going out to the best team
from Divisions I and II, and another for the best of Division ill.
Carroll's head coach Matt
Lenhart believes the competition
for the Division ill title is Catholic
University of Washington D.C.
"They've got some sprinters, and
some youth, it will be close." Much
like Carroll, Catholic is a young

team. In fact,theteamsitedoubled
with this past recruiting class. "The
men will be particularly clo<>e."
But what" s significantly different about this meet is that
Carroll's Division III caliber talent will be in the same pool as
people who actually get money to
swim.
There won't be separate heats
for each NCAA division, so some
used to swimming against people
like Summer Sanders or Mike
Barrowman will be next to, in
front of, or behind John Carroll's
very own.
Take Charlie Ward and Florida
State put them up against Mount
Union and it's bound to get interesting.
"I'm a little intimidated, but
you just have to handle it just like
any other meet," said freshman
Jay Donato. No one on the current
team bas attended this meet The

last time Carroll attended was
1990.
"l didn 'tthmk we were strong
enough the last couple of years so
we went to a different meet this
weekend instead,'' said Lenhart.
"We don't know what to expect,
but we must remember that we
have the training and we'll have
tapered," Maria Montalbano, a
junior sprinter said.
In fact, this is the first time the
team has tapered for anything other
than the OAC's.
"Everyone else will be shaved
and tapered, so we will too - to
remain competitive," Lenhart said.
"It'll be a good test to see where
we are compared to last year at
this time, and how we' II do against
other teams," sophomore Jeff
Valade said.
Other notable teams attending
will be Sl. Bonaventure, Loyola
Baltimore, and Villanova.

of the week

Shannon Vickers

Cindy Shumaker

The basketball team's
junior fmward scored 21
points and pulled down
nine rebounds in the
team's victory last week
over Ohio Valley College in the Ohio Valley
Tip-OffClassic. He was
also named to the alltournament team.

The women's basketball team's senior center
was named Most Valuable Player in both the
JCU Tip-Off Tournament and the Carnegie
Mellon Invitational.
She is averaging 16.5
points per game this
season.

Carroll wrestlers off to an impressive start
MikeWarbel
Stoff Reporter

The Carroll wrestlers have been
out to spread the word the past two
weeks. The word isn't rebuilding,

it's reloading. Members of the
team put forth impressive efforts
at two of the midwest's toughest
pre-season tournaments, the Ohio
andWestV" ·niaOpens. Leading

the way were Sean Pellerite's 7th
place finish at the 190 lb. class at
OhioStateandJason Kessen's4th
in the 1501b.classatWestVirginia
University.

The team travelled to OSU two
weeks ago and came away with a
solid performance according to
assistant coach Walt Karrenbaurer,
"We had some positive things
come of it. Everybody seemed to
look as though they're coming
along real well," Karrenbaurer

sa10:
Pellerite's finish was exceptionally impressive for the senior.
as Carroll hasn't had a lotofmedal
winners in the Division I laden
tourney. Lamarr Saxton was the
last in 1991. Also turning in strong
performances were Chris
Connell), who went 4-2 at 158,
and Matt Collucci who finished 32 at 126.
Three Blue Streak sophomores
put in a little overtime last weekend travelling on their own to
another tough Division I touma-

ment at West Virginia. Kessen
went 5-2 to post his 4th place
finish. He was accompanied by
J.J. Huszcko who went 4-2 and
Collucci who again was 3-2.
The Streaks had their biggest
pre-conference match Tuesday
when they took on perennial powcmouse and nemesis Cleveland
State. The match is always big on
the Streaks' list of Division I challenges to prime them fortheOAC.
With their strong performances
so far, the Streaks were geared for
a big upset over the Vikings.
Karrenbaurer stated, "lf our guys
perform as they can, we can win it.
They're young too. We're gonna
have some close ones that decide
it"
The grappler's next match is on
Dec. I 0 and I I at the Ohio
Northern Open.

Tanning
• 7 sessions for $24
•15 sessions for $44
• UNLIMITED- $48

Haircuts

$15

FREE DELIVERY

69\·1199
ARRENSVILLE

1992 W1'\

382-9520

Student
Rates

